The graphs of Fig. 4 were incorrectly represented. The correct diagram is given below.
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**A** Anti-inflammatory effects on the mouse ear dermatitis induced by repeated application of TPA. Test samples and application routes: DCM extract (1 mg/ear, topical application in acetone); DCM extract (150 mg/kg in olive oil, oral administration); dexamethasone (0.05 mg/ear, topical application in acetone; control (TPA). (A) Increase in ear weight compared to group which was treated with acetone only (10.3 ± 0.4 mg); (B) Neutrophil accumulation measured as myeloperoxidase (MPO) activity. Each bar represents the mean from five animals, and the vertical lines indicate the S.E.M. **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05 (Dunnett’s t-test).**